Biorelevant dissolution testing of a weak base: Interlaboratory reproducibility and investigation of parameters controlling in vitro precipitation.
Following a previous study which aimed to determine the interlaboratory reproducibility of biorelevant dissolution testing in the USP 2 apparatus for commercial formulations of two weak acids (ibuprofen and zafirlukast), this study attempts to determine the interlaboratory reproducibility using a similar protocol for a commercially available formulation of a weak base, indinavir. Fourteen partners including twelve industrial and two academic partners participated in this study. To ensure uniformity, all partners were provided with a standardized protocol to perform (i) a single medium dissolution test in fasted state simulated gastric and intestinal fluids (FaSSGF and FaSSIF, respectively) and (ii) a two-stage dissolution experiment simulating gastrointestinal transfer. Optionally, partners could run a single-stage dissolution test in fed state simulated intestinal fluid (FeSSIF). For each dissolution test, one Crixivan® capsule (containing 400 mg indinavir as its sulfate salt) was added as dose of interest. For the single medium dissolution test in FaSSIF, all partners observed rapid release of indinavir resulting in supersaturated concentrations, followed by precipitation to equilibrium solubility. The degree and period of supersaturation varied among the participating laboratories. Average dissolution profiles in FeSSIF appeared to be highly reproducible with dissolved concentrations remaining lower than the thermodynamic solubility of indinavir in FeSSIF. For the two-stage dissolution test, most partners observed supersaturated concentrations in the intestinal compartment; two partners observed no supersaturation due to immediate precipitation. Given the fact that a high interlaboratory but low intralaboratory variability was observed when supersaturation/precipitation occurred, an undefined factor was hypothesized as a potential cause of the variability in precipitation. Hence, the impact of several experimental factors on the supersaturation and precipitation behavior of indinavir was investigated in a next step. The investigation indicated that variability is likely attributable to a combination of factors, especially, the time elapsed between sampling and dilution of the sample with the mobile phase. Therefore, when designing a test in which supersaturation and precipitation is anticipated, stringent control of the test methodology, especially regarding sampling and dilution, is needed.